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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the input and output data types of the IBM Watson Tone
Analyzer service?
A. Only plain text is supported for both input and output.
B. Input of XML or plain text and output in JSON.
C. Input of JSON or plain text and output in XML.
D. Input of JSON or plain text and output in JSON.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
Input JSON or plain text that contains your written content
into the service, and then get back results in JSON that
analyzes the tone for each sentence of your input.
Reference:
https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/tone-analyzer/ind
ex.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following does not describe hallucinogens?
A. Long after hallucinogens are eliminated from the body, users
may experience "flashbacks."
B. They induce a state of excitation of the central nervous
system.
C. Suicide can sometimes result from severe depression after
use.
D. They are Schedule III substances.
E. Pupils are dilated with a rise in body temperature and blood
pressure.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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A
D

NEW QUESTION: 4
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